PES Outstanding Chapter Awards for Large and Small Chapters for the 2009 program year:

**Large Chapter Winner:** Twin Cities [Chapter Chair: Michael Jensen] - $1000
Runner Up - Vancouver [Chapter Chair: Glen Tang] - $250

**Small Chapter Winner:** Kolkata [Chapter Chair: Sivaji Chakravorti ] - $1000
Runner Up - Croatia [Chapter Chair: Zdenko Simic] - $250
Runner Up - New Delhi [Chapter Chair: Bhim Singh] - $250
Runner Up - Singapore [Chapter Chair: Dipti Srinivasan] - $250
Runner Up – Western Saudi Arabia [Chapter Chair: Bander Allaf] - $250
Runner Up – Uruguay Chapter [Chapter Chair Nicolas Daoudian] - $250

**2009 Membership Contest Winners:**
Large Chapters category >100 members:
First Place: **Hyderabad Chapter** 23% [Chapter Chair: Venketesa Akilan] - $1000
Second Place: **Twin Cities Chapter** 6% [Chapter Chair: Michael Jensen] - $500
Third Place: **N. Virginia Chapter** 6% [Chapter Chair: Amarjeet Basra] - $250

For the Small Chapter category <= 100 members:
First Place: **Richland Chapter** 72% [Chapter Chair: Yousu Chen] - $1000
Second Place: **Uruguay Chapter** 22% [Chapter Chair: Nicolas Daoudian] - $500
Third Place: **Kolkata Chapter** 17% [Chapter Chair: Sivaji Chakravorti] - $250

**2009 Website Contest Winners:**
First Place: **Sent Louse Chapter** [Ann Lazarski, CC/Webmaster] - $1000
Second Place: **Czechoslovakia Chapter** [Ivan Petruzela CC/Zdenek Miller-Webmaster] - $500
Third Place: **Singapore Chapter** [Dipti Srinivasan, CC/Mr. Kian Hoong Kwan-Webmaster] - $250

**2009 PES Chapter Awards for High Performing Chapter Program (HPCP):**
- North Jersey Chapter - $850 (R1)
- Long Island Chapter - $840 (R1)
- New York Chapter - $820 (R1)
- Boston Chapter - $730 (R1)
- Pittsburgh Chapter - $720 (R2)
- Baltimore Chapter - $670 (R2)
- Alabama Chapter - $740 (R3)
- Southern Michigan Chapter - $700 (R4)
- Chicago Chapter - $580 (R4)
- Sent Louse Chapter - $400 (R5)
- Richland Chapter - $930 (R6)
- Phoenix Chapter - $860 (R6)
- San Francisco Chapter - $720 (R6)
- Oakland/East Bay - $500 (R6)
- Vancouver Chapter - $990 (R7)
- Croatia Chapter - $870 (R8)
- Western Saudi Arabia - $740 (R8)
- United Arabic Emirate Chapter - $700 (R8)
- Czechoslovakian Chapter - $650 (R8)
• Greece Chapter - $650 (R8)
• Uruguay Chapter - $ 870 (R9)
• Costa Rica Chapter - $840 (R9)
• Peru Chapter - $800 (R9)
• Morelos Chapter - $740 (R9)
• Panama Chapter - $620 (R9)
• Nicaragua Chapter - $300 (R9)
• Bolivia Chapter - $300 (R9)
• Kolkata Chapter - $980 (R10)
• Delhi Chapter - $920 (R10)
• Singapore Chapter - $910 (R10)
• Hong Kong Chapter - $900 (R10)
• Malaysia Chapter - $860 (R10)
• Thailand Chapter -$ 700 (R10)
• Hyderabad Chapter - $650 (R10)
• Madres Chapter - 400 (R10)
• Nanjing Chapter - $300 (R10)
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